Abstract. Equivalence testing of aerodynamic particle size distribution (APSD) through multi-stage cascade impactors (CIs) is important for establishing bioequivalence of orally inhaled drug products. Recent work demonstrated that the median of the modified chi-square ratio statistic (MmCSRS) is a promising metric for APSD equivalence testing of test (T) and reference (R) products as it can be applied to a reduced number of CI sites that are more relevant for lung deposition. This metric is also less sensitive to the increased variability often observed for low-deposition sites. A method to establish critical values for the MmCSRS is described here. This method considers the variability of the R product by employing a reference variance scaling approach that allows definition of critical values as a function of the observed variability of the R product. A stepwise CI equivalence test is proposed that integrates the MmCSRS as a method for comparing the relative shapes of CI profiles and incorporates statistical tests for assessing equivalence of single actuation content and impactor sized mass. This stepwise CI equivalence test was applied to 55 published CI profile scenarios, which were classified as equivalent or inequivalent by members of the Product Quality Research Institute working group (PQRI WG). The results of the stepwise CI equivalence test using a 25% difference in MmCSRS as an acceptance criterion provided the best matching with those of the PQRI WG as decisions of both methods agreed in 75% of the 55 CI profile scenarios. KEY WORDS: aerodynamic particle size distribution; bioequivalence; cascade impactor; chi-square ratio statistic; orally inhaled drug products.
INTRODUCTION
Demonstration of equivalence in aerodynamic particle size distribution (APSD ; Table I lists all abbreviations used in this manuscript) plays an important role in establishing bioequivalence (BE) of orally inhaled drug products (OIDPs) (1, 2) . Multi-stage cascade impactors (CIs) such as the Andersen Cascade Impactor or the Next Generation Impactor can be used to assess the APSD of OIDPs. In order to achieve a more objective evaluation of APSD equivalence or comparability between test (T) and reference (R) OIDPs, the modified chi-square ratio statistic (mCSRS; Eq. 1) was introduced and evaluated for its properties in the first two articles of this series (3, 4) . The computational form of mCSRS is summarized below.
where p represents the number of deposition sites, T ij and R ik represent the normalized deposition (i.e., by the dividing the absolute deposition on the ith site by the total deposition on all sites under consideration) on the ith site of the jth profile (j=1,…, n T ) of the T sample and on the ith site of the kth profile (k=1, …, n R ) of the R sample, respectively. n T and n R represent the number of samples that were obtained from the T and R product, respectively, and R i represents the sample mean on the ith site of all R profiles.
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In the first article, the median of the distribution of 900 mCSRSs (MmCSRS; using a sample size of 30 T and 30 R products) was demonstrated to be equal to one when T and R products were identical, regardless of the shape and the number of deposition sites of CI profiles (3). This key finding, which represents a major improvement over the original CSRS, indicated that the MmCSRS could potentially be applied for comparing the CI profiles of T and R products for a reduced number of deposition sites. Specifically, deposition sites that do not have well-defined upper cutoff diameters in a CI setting can be excluded (e.g., pre-separator or induction port).
In the second article, the behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R profiles differ from each other on a single or multiple deposition site(s) was characterized (4) . This analysis resulted in two key observations. First, the MmCSRS is more sensitive to differences between T and R profiles that occur on highdeposition sites, thus, reducing the influence of low-deposition sites (often associated with high variability) on the overall APSD equivalence evaluation. This characteristic of the MmCSRS may represent a distinct advantage over statistical methods that are based on site-by-site comparisons as those methods often fail to demonstrate equivalence when testing different batches of the same R product due to the high variability on low-deposition sites. Second, it was demonstrated that the MmCSRS is inversely proportional to the variability of the R product when T and R products differ from each other. Specifically, a perfect linear relationship was obtained when regressing the MmCSRS against the inverse square of coefficient of variation (CV) of the R product. Consequently, critical values for equivalence testing based on the MmCSRS require scaling on the variability of the R product for consistently discriminating equivalent from inequivalent CI profiles. Henceforth, this scaling of the MmCSRS on the variability of the R product is also referred to as reference variance scaling. When the original CSRS was evaluated for its properties by Product Quality Research Institute (PQRI) "Aerodynamic Particle Size Distribution Profile Comparisons Working Group" (WG), reference variance scaling was not considered (5) (6) (7) .
In this article, a stepwise CI equivalence test that assesses the equivalence of single actuation content (step 1), impactor sized mass 1 (ISM; step 2), and the APSD profiles on all ISM deposition sites through the MmCSRS is proposed (step 3). Henceforth, the third step of the proposed CI equivalence test is referred to as MmCSRS-APSD analysis.
Since the MmCSRS-APSD analysis only compares relative differences between T and R products on the ISM sites, steps 1 and 2 were included rationally to provide an assessment of absolute mass-related metrics. The stepwise CI equivalence test is then applied to 55 characteristic CI profile scenarios that were published by the PQRI WG (6, 8, 9) . The PQRI WG classified each of those 55 scenarios as either equivalent or inequivalent. The results of the CI equivalence test are then compared with those of the PQRI WG evaluations. Before the stepwise CI equivalence test could be applied to the 55 PQRI CI profile scenarios, critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD test had to be derived. The derivation of these critical values is also outlined in the current manuscript. The scope of this article focuses on describing the key procedures and aspects of the proposed stepwise CI equivalence test and evaluating the overall performance of this test in relation to the PQRI WG assessments of the 55 CI profile scenarios.
CASCADE IMPACTOR EQUIVALENCE TEST
The proposed CI equivalence test that consists of three key steps (Fig. 1) is described below. This description is intended as a manual for users who would like to apply the proposed CI equivalence test to their data.
Step 1. Perform a population bioequivalence (PBE (10)) analysis on single actuation content. Proceed to step 2 if equivalence of single actuation content is demonstrated; otherwise, conclude that T and R are inequivalent and do not proceed to step 2.
Step 2. Perform a PBE analysis on ISM. Proceed to step 3 if equivalence of ISM is shown; otherwise, conclude that T and R are inequivalent and do not proceed to step 3.
Step 3. Perform the MmCSRS-APSD analysis for the ISM deposition sites after normalization of the ISM data. Conclude equivalence of APSD if the result of the MmCSRS-APSD analysis meets its criterion (see below); otherwise, conclude that T and R are inequivalent. Within the third step, the MmCSRS, a nonparametric confidence interval for the MmCSRS, and a metric for reference variance scaling that characterizes the observed variability of the R product need to be calculated. Details on each of mathematical operations are given below.
MmCSRS
The MmCSRS is calculated as described above (Eq. 1).
Construction of Non-parametric Confidence Intervals for the MmCSRS
A 90% non-parametric confidence interval for the MmCSRS is calculated using a bias corrected and accelerated bootstrapping (BCA) method (see Appendix).
Calculation of a Metric for Reference Variance Scaling
For scaling the MmCSRS on the variability of the R product, the variability of the R product is estimated as a single summary measure from the variability on each of the ISM sites. This is accomplished by applying the following metric to the normalized ISM profiles
where CV i represents the coefficient of variation (in %) of the ith deposition site of the R sample (after normalization on ISM); R i and p were defined above (Eq. 1). This metric for estimating the variability of the R product is similar to that used for calculating the pooled CV from multiple clinical studies (11) . Details on the selection and performance of this metric for reference variance scaling will be discussed elsewhere (manuscript in preparation).
Evaluating Equivalence of MmCSRS-APSD Test
If the upper bound of the 90% non-parametric confidence interval (see above) is smaller than the critical value determined for the variance of respective R product, which is estimated by the metric described in Eq. 2, then equivalence is concluded. Details on the construction of critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis are given below (see Construction of Critical Values for the MmCSRS-APSD Analysis).
METHODS
For both the derivation of critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis and the application of the proposed stepwise CI equivalence test to the 55 PQRI CI profile scenarios, CI profiles were generated by Monte Carlo simulation methods. The R extension package "mvtnorm" was used for random sample generation from the multivariate normal distribution (12, 13) . Details and a discussion about this simulation method were provided in the previous publication (4) . A sample size of 30 T and 30 R CI profiles is assumed throughout this paper. Implications of assumed sample size are discussed below (see Discussion).
Construction of Critical Values for the MmCSRS-APSD Analysis
The CI profile in Fig. 2 , which is identical to the profile M8 in the previous publication (4) and consists of eight deposition sites, represented the (population) mean vector for simulating R profiles. The profile M8 was selected since it resembles the general shape of real ISM profiles (after rank ordering the ISM sites by decreasing magnitude of their normalized deposition) across different inhalation products (i.e., dry powder inhalers, metered-dose inhalers, and inhalation suspension). The rank ordering of CI profiles is possible here as the MmCSRS, according to its computational form, is independent of the ordering of the deposition sites (3, 4) . The impact of selecting profile M8 as R product for deriving critical values and on the overall assessment of the 55 PQRI CI profiles by the MmCSRS-APSD analysis is discussed below.
The behavior of the MmCSRS was then investigated for T profiles that differed from the specific R profile in each of the eight deposition sites by 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30%. To ensure mass balance between T and R products, the following procedure for generating T profiles, which is identical to that in the previous publication (4), was performed. While pairing the two sites of the mean R profile with identical depositions (Fig. 2 ), the T profiles were then constructed from the R profiles by having the deposition on four sites to be higher than those of the R profiles and the deposition on the other four sites to be lower than those of the R profiles. For instance, when a 10% difference between T and R was investigated, the (population) mean depositions on the eight sites of the T profile were 38.5, 31.5, 11, 9, 4.4, 3.6, 1.1, and 0.9%. The variability of both the T and R CI profiles was assigned by setting CVs of all deposition sites to 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, or 45%. Thus, the variability of T and R profiles, in terms of their CVs, was the same for deriving the critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD test.
In one aspect, the simulation method for generating T and R profiles that was used in the current paper for generating profiles suitable to construct critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis represented an improvement over that one in the previous paper (4). Instead of simply assigning the CVs to the non-normalized profiles, a modified simulation procedure that consisted of additional three simulation cycles and incorporated inter-site correlations ensured that the CV of each deposition site remained the same after normalization (Fig. 3) . As a result, these modifications improved the quantitative aspect that correlates MmCSRS with the variability of the R product, while they did not affect the qualitative findings of our previous investigation (4) .
For each of the 50 scenarios (from combinations of five differences in mean deposition between T and R and ten variances investigated), 20,000 sets of 30 T and 30 R profiles were simulated, and subsequently, the MmCSRS was calculated. The averages of the 20,000 MmCSRSs were then regressed against the respective inverse-squares of the CV for each of the five investigated differences between T and R products (10, 15, 20, 25, or 30%) , and the resulting estimated slope and intercept parameters were used for constructing critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis. The linear regression was warranted since a perfect linear relationship between the inverse square of the CV of the R product and the MmCSRS was previously demonstrated (see above and (4)).
Application of Proposed CI Equivalence Test to the 55 PQRI CI Scenarios
The means and the standard deviations on all deposition sites of both the T and R products were publicly available for the 55 PQRI CI profile scenarios (8, 9) . Those means and standard deviations were used as population means and population standard deviations for profile simulations, respectively. Since information on the inter-site correlation was not available, profile simulation was performed under the (Table II) . Deposition (site) 35% (1, 2), 10% (3, 4), 4% (5, 6), and 1% (7, 8) Fig. 3 . Flow chart of the improved simulation procedure assumption of no inter-site correlation. For each of the 55 scenarios, Monte Carlo simulations were used to generate 20,000 independent sets of 30 T and 30 R profiles while assuming a multivariate normal distribution (see above).
For each of the 55 scenarios, the proposed CI equivalence test (Fig. 1 ) was applied to each of the 20,000 sets of 30 T and 30 R profiles. The total mass on all deposition sites was used as a surrogate for single actuation content at the first step of the proposed CI equivalence test. The deposition sites 6-13, 4-11, and 3-10 were defined as ISM sites for scenarios 1-44, 45-51, and 52-55, respectively. This selection appears to correspond to the definition of the ISM for an Andersen Cascade Impactor setup. For scenarios 52-55, the CI equivalence test was also applied when defining deposition sites 4-10 as ISM, which appear to correspond to the ISM definition for a Next Generation Impactor setup. These selections were in accordance with the evaluation of the PQRI WG (6, 8, 9) .
For each of 55 scenarios, the percent of the 20,000 tests that resulted in a pass for steps 1 and 2 were recorded. At the third step as described above, a two-sided non-parametric 90% BCA bootstrapping confidence interval for the MmCSRS was calculated (14) . Two thousand bootstrapping replicates were obtained for each of the 20,000 sets. The upper bound of the 90% confidence interval was then compared to the appropriate critical value for the APSD profile comparison within the ISM considering the variability of the R product determined with the specific metric for reference variance scaling (Eq. 2). For each of 55 scenarios, the percent of the 20,000 BCA confidence intervals for which the upper bound was below the respective critical value were recorded. The proposed CI equivalence test (Fig. 1 ) was applied in a stepwise fashion to each of the 20,000 sets of 30 T and 30 R profiles. The results were summarized as follows: (1) PQRI WG, a pass was assigned when >50% of the members classified a scenario as equivalent; (2) stepwise MmCSRS-APSD-test, a pass for each step of the CI equivalence test was assigned when >50% of 20,000 sets passed the PBE test at steps 1 and 2 and the MmCSRS-APSD profile test at step 3. The MmCSRS-APSD profile test was performed for acceptance limits of 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30%. For each acceptance limit, a pass for the CI equivalence test was assigned when all of the three steps resulted in a pass.
RESULTS

Construction of Critical Values for the MmCSRS-APSD Analysis
The estimated intercept and slope parameters for constructing critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis as a linear function of the inverse-square of the CVs are given in Table II . Figure 4 provides a visualization how these parameters can be applied, together with variability of the R product, for constructing of critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis.
Application of Proposed CI Equivalence Test to the 55 PQRI CI Scenarios
The results of applying the proposed CI equivalence test to the 55 PQRI CI profile scenarios are shown in Table III . A visualization of the results is provided in Fig. 5 . Since the results for the scenarios 52-55 when defining the ISM over seven sites were very similar (and did not affect the overall assessment) to those when defining the ISM over eight sites, only the results of the eight ISM sites are presented. Application of the proposed CI equivalence test for the 55 scenarios yielded 58, 65, 71, 75, and 65% match to the assessment of the PQRI WG, when applying acceptance limits of 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30% for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis, respectively. Table IV lists those scenarios where the outcome (i.e., pass or fail) of the proposed CI equivalence test did not match that of the PQRI WG.
DISCUSSION
The proposed stepwise CI equivalence test utilizes the characteristics of the MmCSRS, which has its advantages over the original chi-square ratio method. Previous publications demonstrated that the MmCSRS is robust when T and R profiles are identical, as the MmCSRS was independent of the number of deposition sites and shape of the CI profiles (3). The second paper (4) provided evidence that the MmCSRS is sensitive to differences between T and R profiles. One of the key findings of that publication was that MmCSRS is more sensitive to differences between T and R profiles on highdeposition sites. This is considered as beneficial for equivalence testing of CI profiles as it decreases the likelihood of failing identical CI profiles by chance, in part, due to increasing analytical variability associated with lowerdeposition sites. A second important finding of that paper was that critical values for APSD equivalence testing based on the MmCSRS need scaling on the variability of the R product. The latter is expected to be important for consistently being able to discriminate equivalent from inequivalent CI profiles. 2 In fact, the absence of such a metric for reference variance scaling and the use of a constant critical value in the Example, if the 25% difference between T and R was accepted and the reference variance scaling metric was 10.2 (Eq. 2), then the critical value would be 9.14 (=0.916+856×10.2 −2 ). The intercept and slope parameters were derived from CI profile M8 (Fig. 2) in the previous publication (4). The simulation method was, however, modified to the generate profiles with the same CVs on all disposition sites after normalization by controlling the ISM for each profile to close to 100 (Fig. 3) . Visual and numerical analysis confirmed the similarity between CI profile M8 and real CI profiles after normalization on ISM and rank ordering by decreasing magnitude of deposition (results are not shown). Figure 4 illustrates the construction of critical values based on the variability of the R product for different acceptance limits original CSRS approach is one of the main reasons why it could not consistently classify the 55 CI profile scenarios in the previous investigation. The need for this reference variance scaling was incorporated in the proposed stepwise CI equivalence test by defining critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis as a function of the variability of the R product. The critical value plot (Fig. 4) shows this perfect linear relationship between the MmCSRS and the inverse square of the CV of the R product. The critical value plot and/or the parameters given in Table II together with the metric for reference variance scaling in Eq. 2 are then the basis for performing the MmCSRS-APSD analysis. In order to show equivalence, the upper bound of a 90% confidence interval for the MmCSRS needs to be smaller than the specific critical value obtained through the critical value plot and/or the parameters in Table II . Since the distribution of the MmCSRS is unknown, 3 a non-parametric two-sided 90% confidence interval is calculated based on a BCA bootstrapping method (14) . The upper bound of the confidence interval is then compared with the specific critical value. Since an acceptance limit for a profile comparison test is yet to be established, critical values were derived for various acceptance limits (i.e., 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30% difference between T and R products).
In the previous publication, the behavior of the MmCSRS when T and R differ from each other on eight deposition sites was evaluated in detail for various cases (4) . It was demonstrated that a certain difference (e.g., 10%) between T and R profiles on all deposition sites resulted in a larger value for the MmCSRS when the profiles were maximally skewed compared with the case where the deposition on all sites is uniform. The logical explanation for this behavior is the fact that a 10% difference results in larger absolute differences between T and R when the profiles are maximally skewed and, thus, have sites with a large deposition. However, since visual analysis of real CI profiles (after rank ordering the ISM sites by decreasing magnitude of their normalized deposition) had displayed good agreement between different inhalation devices (i.e., dry powder inhalers, metered-dose inhalers, and inhalation suspensions), this finding became not relevant for defining critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis (results are not shown, propriety information). Consequently, a single CI profile, which resembles the shape of real CI profiles after rank ordering the ISM sites by decreasing magnitude of their normalized deposition, could be applied for derivation of the critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis. Since the CI profile M8, which is depicted in Fig. 2 , did fulfill this criterion of resemblance to real CI profiles of inhalation products currently approved in the USA, it was selected for derivation of critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis.
Using the critical value plots for real T and R profiles was complicated by the fact that the observed CVs for the R product differ across deposition sites. 4 As construction of the critical value plot is therefore contingent on a cumulative ("mean") CV observed over all deposition sites, a metric that represents the overall variability of the included R sites while allowing a reduced impact of highly variable low deposition sites needed to be defined. Differing from the previous theoretical evaluations for which variability across stages was assumed to be similar, the here-described metric for reference variance scaling (Eq. 2) considers differences in the CV of individual sites while providing a normalized mean CV estimate that puts more weight on the higher deposition sites. More information on selection and behavior of this metric for reference variance scaling will be provided in a separated paper (manuscript in preparation).
The slopes of the critical value plots (Table II and Fig. 4 ) increase with increasing difference between T and R profiles. Thus, larger MmCSRS values are acceptable when larger difference between T and R products are allowed for APSD equivalence establishment.
The proposed stepwise CI equivalence test includes PBE analysis on single actuation content and ISM within the first two steps. This stepwise approach is important as MmCSRS-APSD analysis is based on relative site deposition (% of ISM) and as such only compares the relative shape of the CI profile without considering the absolute amount of drug Fig. 4 . Visualization of critical values for different acceptance limits and variability of the R product (critical value plot). The scaling of the x-axis is the inverse square of CV% while the labels of the x-axis refer to the actual CV%. The black bar represents a 90% BCA confidence interval for a sample of 30 T and 30 R products. Differently shaded areas and associated lines represent different acceptance limits. In this case, the estimated variability of the R product is 7.5% using the proposed metric for reference variance scaling (Eq. 2). Hence, the T product would pass acceptance limits ≥25% (upper bound of confidence interval below 25% acceptance line for given R variability) and fail acceptance limits ≤20% (upper bound of confidence interval above 20% acceptance line for given R variability) Total  ISM  P10  P15  P20  P25  P30  T10  T15  T20  T25  T30 Sc scenario, PQRI pass by PQRI WG (6), Total PBE pass total mass, ISM PBE pass ISM, Px pass for MmCSRS-APSD analysis for an acceptance criterion of x% where x is equal to 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30, Tx pass for proposed stepwise CI equivalence test for an acceptance criterion of x% where x is equal to 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30, RVS reference variance scaling metric (Eq. 2) deposited on a given site. Analysis of single actuation content and ISM ensure that T and R products emit an equivalent dose and deposit an equivalent amount on the sites to which the profile comparison test is applied, respectively. Moreover, the second step of the CI equivalence test is necessary since it allows the MmCSRS-APSD analysis (i.e., third step) to be applied only to deposition sites with a defined upper cutoff diameter (i.e., ISM sites). This stepwise approach incorporating the unique characteristics of the MmCSRS is expected to provide adequate sensitivity to product differences from an equivalence perspective, while preventing the failure of some products due to increased variability on low-deposition sites, like in the case of using univariate confidence intervals on each deposition site for equivalence evaluation. The proposed CI equivalence test was applied to 55 characteristic CI profile scenarios (Fig. 5 , Tables III and IV) that were published and categorized as equivalent or inequivalent by the PQRI WG (6, 8, 9) . It should be remarked that the results of the PQRI WG evaluation were taken from the literature (6) and the specific methods and acceptance criteria that the PQRI WG applied for their evaluation were unknown. The results of the proposed CI equivalence test were compared with those of the PQRI WG. For acceptance limits greater than 10%, the proposed CI equivalence test produced results that were at least 65% (of the 55 CI profile scenarios) in agreement with those based on the PQRI WG evaluation. The smaller percentage of agreement for a 10% acceptance limit (58% , Table III ) was attributed to scenarios 6, 20, 21, 24, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, 42 , and 50, which all received a pass by >50% of the PQRI WG but failed to meet the 10% acceptance limit based on the proposed CI equivalence test. The agreement with the PQRI WG evaluation increased with increasing acceptance limit and eventually all of these scenarios received a pass for the Fig. 5 . Categorization of 55 PQRI CI profile scenarios based on the proposed CI equivalence test. Point estimates (filled circles) and 90% BCA bootstrap confidence intervals (vertical bars) are displayed for those scenarios that received a pass in the first (total mass) and second step (ISM) in >50% of the 20,000 cases. Point estimates and upper and lower bounds of the confidence intervals are the averages over the 20,000 cases; numbers above the vertical bars represent the identifier of the 55 PQRI scenarios; green-colored scenarios were classified by ≥70% of the PQRI WG as equivalent; orange-colored scenarios were classified by ≥30 and <70% of the PQRI WG as equivalent; red-colored scenarios were classified by <30% of the PQRI WG as equivalent. The proposed metric (Eq. 2) was used for reference variance scaling. Differently shaded areas and associated lines represent different acceptance limits (e.g., 20% difference on all ISM sites). Results are presented in three graphs with different ranges of the CV% of the R product and MmCSRS to allow visualization of the entire collection with sufficient resolution. The scaling of the x-axis is the inverse square of CV% while the labels of the x-axis refer to the actual CV%. The CV% was estimated by the proposed metric for reference variance scaling (Eq. 2). The estimates are given in Table II   Table IV proposed CI equivalence test (Tables III and IV) . For scenarios 22, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 37, and 38 that all received a fail by ≥50% of the PQRI WG, the agreement between the results of the proposed CI equivalence and PQRI WG evaluation decreased with increasing acceptance limit and eventually all scenarios received a fail for the proposed CI equivalence test (Tables III and IV) . The best agreement (75%) was reached when the acceptance limit of 25% was used. For this acceptance limit, although a 100% agreement was not achieved between the results of the proposed CI equivalence test and the PQRI WG evaluation, the differences between these two assessments can generally be understood. Scenarios 1, 2, 14, 25, 45, 46, and 55 were classified as equivalent by >50% of the PQRI WG despite having an ISM difference of >10% (Table III and Supplemental Material). All of those scenarios failed the proposed CI equivalence test due to the inequivalence assessment at the second step (ISM PBE test; Table III ). It should be noted that the acceptance limit of the PBE test for the mean difference (assuming equal variances) is generally about 10% (10).
Scenario 5 is considered a borderline MmCSRS-APSD case as simulated profiles passed individual equivalence tests (i.e., >50% of 20,000 sets passed the PBE tests for ISM and single actuation content and the APSD-MmCSRS analysis for 25 and 30% acceptance limits) but failed the stepwise approach (i.e., less than 50% of the data sets passed all three tests simultaneously). Scenarios 17 and 32 on other hand are borderline PQRI cases (i.e., very close to 50% limit), where PQRI WG evaluation resulted in a pass in 64 and 50%, respectively (Table III) . For Scenarios 10 and 13, despite that the PQRI WG considered them as equivalent, the visual difference in the overall APSD profile within ISM stages was apparent, especially with respect to the highest deposition site. In contrast, for scenarios 26 and 38, the PQRI concluded inequivalence although the mean APSD profile within ISM appeared to be similar (i.e., the highest deposition site are highly similar and the lower deposition sites show minor differences between the R and T products). It should be emphasized that the results of MmCSRS-APSD analysis for scenarios 10, 13, 26, and 38 were consistent with the characteristics of MmCSRS, which showed greater sensitivity to changes in the high-deposition site.
The Supplemental Material contains figures of the mean ISM profiles (T and R) and the T/R ISM ratios for the 55 CI profile scenarios to allow the readers to make their independent equivalence evaluation.
Overall, the proposed CI equivalence test provides a classification for all 55 CI profile scenarios consistent with what was expected from the characteristics of MmCSRS. Interestingly, a different metric for reference variance scaling that was used in the preliminary evaluation of the appropriateness of the proposed CI equivalence test resulted in very similar qualitative classifications of the 55 PQRI CI profile scenarios as in the current assessment (15) . Hence, the impact of the selected metric for reference variance scaling seems minor for the analysis of PQRI scenarios.
It should also be noted that our evaluation of the proposed CI equivalence test did not include an analysis of the impact of increasing or decreasing sample sizes on the MmCSRS. It is apparent from the properties of the constructed confidence intervals (without the need to perform a simulation based analysis) that an increase in sample size (e.g., 40 T and 40 R samples) would reduce the width of the confidence intervals and, thus, would lead to an increased power to conclude equivalence if T and R are indeed equivalent. Similarly, a decrease in sample size (e.g., 20 T and 20 R samples) would increase the width of the confidence intervals and, thus, would lead to a decreased power. In the same context, it is irrelevant from a numerical point of view if, e.g., three batches of ten samples or six batches of five samples are obtained as the overall variability in all samples determines the width of the confidence intervals for all three steps of the proposed CI equivalence test. On the other hand, a simulation-based analysis, which estimates powers to conclude equivalence when T and R products are identical or different within the acceptance limits as a function of the sample size and overall variability in all samples, would be appealing.
Finally, it is important to emphasize that the proposed stepwise CI equivalence test was designed to compare the APSD of a T with that of an R product. Conclusions about the in vivo equivalence (e.g., pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics endpoints) cannot be drawn from the proposed CI equivalence test as this is outside the scope of this investigation. The in vitro in vivo correlation of APSD and pharmacokinetic and/or pharmacodynamics endpoints remains poorly understood. More experimental work will be needed by all parties (academic and clinical researchers, regulators, and industry) to investigate whether it is possible to establish clinical relevance of APSD and quantitative correlations (or absence of correlations) between this in vitro measure and in vivo data.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed stepwise CI equivalence test and scaling of critical values for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis (the third step of the proposed test) by the variability of the R product provides an adequate assessment for most of the 55 CI profile scenarios that is in accordance with the evaluation by the PQRI WG. The results indicated that the use of an acceptance criterion of 25% for the MmCSRS-APSD analysis best matches with the decisions made by PQRI WG. It is, however, important to emphasize that the PQRI WG assessment might not be based on a single method and could be a statistical or subjective analysis, and the exact equivalence criteria are not available in the literature. Moreover, R product inter-batch variability and change in R product performance over shelf life should also be considered during the selection of critical value, all of which could not be assessed with the PQRI profiles. Overall, the proposed CI equivalence test including the MmCSRS-APSD analysis has been demonstrated to be a promising approach for consistently discriminating equivalent from inequivalent CI profiles.
APPENDIX
Construction of 90% BCA Confidence Intervals for the MmCSRS
A sample size of 30 T and 30 R products will be assumed for simplicity. However, this method could be applied to any other sample size of T and R products. Moreover, this example assumes a bootstrapping sample size of 2000. For
